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Preface

Vacuum castings in 

polyurethane resins are an 

excellent resource of Rapid 

Manufacturing to produce 

prototypes or small series of 

rigid or flexible plastic parts. 

Around the master, usually 

made by stereolithography, we 

build the silicone mould. At 

ready mould we extract the 

master and the vacuum 

obtained will serve as cavities 

for casting production in 

vacuum machines.

Silicone mould replicas are a 

useful resource because they 

allow you to get productions in 

a short time, they do not 

require large investments and 

allow a great customization of 

finishes and colours.

When the product runs are 

limited, the pieces produced 

with this process can be used 

for assembly on final machines 

to be marketed
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Production Process

First of all, a master model is
printed in Stereolithography
(SLA) to achieve an accurate 
silicone mould.

Subsequently, the main model 
is covered with liquid silicone, 
once dried it will form the 
mould of production.

The mould is then cut in half 
and the master removed. This 
cavity is used for vacuum 
casting.

The chosen material will be 
vacuum-dried and, after 
solidification, manually 
extracted from the equipment. 
Generally, each mold is 
suitable for producing 25/30 
pieces.
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Start now

Make an online quotation

Quotation, information, support to respond quickly and all 

your requests.

I want to be contacted
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Materials

Product Description
Flexural 

modulus

Density 

at 25°C
Hardness TG(°C) Usage

PX 234 HT
High temperature 

resistance. 
1850 1,19 80 shoreD 220

Similar to PPs. Ideal 

for prototypes 

requiring high 

resistance to 

temperature

PX2017

PX 223 HT

Low viscosity. 

Impact resistant. 

High heat resistance

2300 1,14 80 shoreD > 120
Prototypes like ABS 

or PA

RNW 8051 White 1965 84 shoreD 92
Like ABS, good 

toughness

PX 245

High flexural 

moduus af elasticity. 

High reproduction 

accuracy

4500 1,22 85 shoreD 95

Similar to POM and 

loaded 

termoplastics

PX 330
UL94 V0 certified 

(fire resistance).
3300 1,33 87 shoreD 100

All parts where fire 

ceertification is 

required

PX 521 HT
High transparency. 

Good UV resistance
2100 1,06 87 shoreD 110

Transparent parts 

like PC

PX PRA794
UL94 V0 certified 

(fire resistance).
1500 1,16 80 shoreD 130°C

All parts where fire 

ceertification is 

required

PX 761

High temperature 

resistance. Long 

Pot-life

63 shoreA
Rubber like parts 

and prototypes

UPX8400
30-90 

shoreA

Rubber like parts 

and prototypes

8263 UL 94 Like rubber 2200 83 shoreD 80

Rubber like parts 

and prototypes 

UL94 ceertified

RE11501A
Like rubber UL94 V0 

certified
55 shoreA 130°C

Electrical Resin, 

rubber like UL94 

certified
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General Tolerances

The geometric limits are 
similar to those of the 
prototype, except for 
undercuts: Silicone moulds
do not have automatic
movements that allow the 
extraction of these areas. 
Often, we can solve similar
issues by building specific
metal inserts but it is an 
analysis that can only be 
done by checking the 3D file.

We have the ability to 
produce full size parts of 
1800X800X800 mm.

Overall dimensional
tolerances according to UNI 
EN 22768 - c
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Special application: co-moulding

Rigid and soft plastic

You can supply us the rubber part or we
can make it ourselves with an 
dedicated silicone mould and then
insert it into the cavity of the mould
suitable for making the object
assembly.

Rigid plastic and metal

It is sufficient to make the master 
"assembled" of the object and put the 
insert into the cavity, this can be sent
by the customer or can be made by us
with CNC machines. During casting, the 
polyurethane material will adhere to the 

metal by creating the final part.
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Coesum recommends a minimum wall thickness of at least 1 / 1.2 mm. 
However, there are cases where slimmer walls up to 0.6 / 0.8 mm can 
be made on small parts. The larger the part, the larger the wall will be 
to ensure proper support. 

Although the casting process allows to vary the thickness of the walls, 
a uniform thickness will reduce the risk of deformation due to retreat 
and stress.

Wall thickness

Vacuum castings in polyurethane resin produce letters and logos in 
relief or low relief thanks to the precision provided by the master in 
stereolithography. 

Coesum recommends drawing letters with a height of at least 0.6 mm 
when positioned on flat surfaces. If they are on curved surfaces, we 
recommend a height of 1 mm.

Letters and logos
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Adding ribs to a design is a great way to improve the strength and 
stiffness of printed parts. Adding this kind of reinforcement will 
decrease the ability of the bend to fold without having to make it more 
often.

Height: In general, the length of the rib determines the strength of the 
rib, so a longer rib will provide a greater reinforcement. Unfortunately, 
in polyurethane casting a long rib can be difficult to print. 
Consequently, Coesum carefully analyses the proportion of the parties 
and advises any changes.

Width: The width of a rib at the intersection with the part must be 
between 40% and 60% of the part thickness, with a thread radius of at 
least 25% of the part thickness to ensure maximum rib strength..

Bevel Angle: It is important to add a bevel angle to the ribs to avoid 
problems while drawing the blade out of the mold. Rather than 
designing a very high rib, Coesum recommends to use multiple ribs to 
increase the rigidity of the part.. 

Spacing: Coesum recommends giving a distance between ribs equal 

to twice the thickness.

Orientation: The ribs should be oriented in a way to maximize the 
flexural rigidity of the part. This depends on how and where the load or 
stress on the part will be placed. If the ribs are badly oriented, they will 
have little or no effect on stiffness..

Ribs
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Fittings: 

Fittings reduce stress on the surfaces. It is recommended to make 
threaded filaments of at least one quarter of the thickness of the 
part.

Lightening the part:

Reduces the material and contributes to maintaining a uniform 
wall thickness throughout the part.

Note:

Reduces the material and contributes to maintaining a uniform 
wall thickness throughout the part. 

Notes for design
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Practical exemples
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For a free consultation on your 
project

Write to our engineering team at 

info@coesum.com or call us on +39 (0)871/250230

Compliance checks 
before shipping

Free feasibility study

Response within 24 
hours
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